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Introduction

The primary method in reactor dosimetry is the foil activation technique.
To translate the activation measureraents into neutron fluxes, a special
data processing technique called unfolding is needed. Before reviewing
current unfolding methods in detail, we would like to make some general
observations about the problems and the reliability of this approach to
reactor ^osimetry as a whole.

A massuring procedure is commonly evaluated in terms of accuracy and
reproducibility. Such terms are not readily applicable to a data pro-
ce£E,ir.;'; r.ĉ hod. Here the accuracy depends primarily on the Input data,
ziid r- so;'\.c±blltzy is a trivial requirement for any type of computation.
Ir.i;̂ e;.-. „ the terrr. "fidelity" may be used to describe the ability of the
procedure to represent faithfully the input data without distortion and
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introduction of artifacts. The difference between measuring and data pro-
cessing necessitates also different forms of tasting. A measuring pro-
cedure is validated convincingly if i.t provides accurate and consistent
results in a natural environment. The best environment for testing a data
processing method on the other hand does not require "real" data but
rather those generated by simulation with well controlled amounts of random
errors adci&d. This approach to testing of unfolding methods is no if only
nore informative out also much less costly and time consuming. Only
recently has such "MONTE CARLO" testing been done in any systematic fashion
[1, 2], Obviously such testing should be guided by a careful theoretical
analysis which may, in some cases, completely obviate any need for addi-
tional testing.

An ideal unfolding method should have the following attributes:

1. Consistency. The spectrum obtained from unfolding should be
consistent with the measured activities within the limits of
measuring errors.

'• ?y.:i_tlvltv. Only positive solutions represent physically
z.ccc.jZCujl.2 spectra.

3. Snoothness. Large oscillations in the solution are not
necessarily inconsistent, but they convey the wrong impres-
sion that the resolution of the method is finer than would
be possible from the input data.

4. Flexibility in Accepting A Priori Information. Such infor-
mation is usually introduced in the form of a trial spectrum.

Fidelity as described by these attributes does not assure the faithful
reproduction of the differential flux spectrum since even under these con-
straints there are infinitely many solutions to the unfolding problem. The
ability to obtain reliable information about the true spectrum does not
depend so much on the unfolding method as on the information content of the
data obtained from activity measurements. This aspect of dosimetry has
been widely ignored in the literature, mainly because information content
is a somewhat elusive term which is not easily quantified.

For spectral measurements the terms "coverage" and "resolution" are fre-
quently used to characterize the information content of the results.
Although immediately visible only in the final representation of the spec-
trun, their presence, or lack of it, stems from the method by which spectral
information is gathered. In the case of foil detector dosimetry, it means
that coverage and resolution are solely determined by the detector set and
their responses to neutrons of different er.- '-~. Quantitatively, tht
available indorsation is contained in the manured activities, which are
related to tha unknown spectrum via the known detector responses. In
mathematical terms
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CO

a± - / ai(E)0(E)dE , i - 1, 2, ... n (1)
o

where 0(E) Is the neutron flux at energy E and a^ and a^(E) are the activity
and cha cross section of the i-th detector, respectively.

Any unfolding method transforms the activity values a± into estimates of the
flux values; e.g., 0(EO) is an estimate oz the flux at energy Eo. All but
one [3] of the currently used unfolding procedures are linear; that is the
output values 0(EO) are expressed as linear combinations of the input values
c*i with suitable coefficients Cj_(E0)

0
n

/\
0(EO) - I Ci(E0)ai . (2)

i=l
A

The relation between estimated flux 0(EO) and the real flux 0(E) is thus
given by the integral

0<EO) - / I Ci(Eo)ai(E)0(E)dE . (3)
o i-1

If we define

n
W(E0,E) = I Ci(E0)ci(E) (4)

i=l

we have

0(EO) = / W(Eo,E)0(E)dE ; (5)
o

that is, the estimated flux at E o is a weighted average of the real flux
over the whole energy range. We shall call W(E0,E) a window function with
center at Eo.

An ideal window function would concentrate all its weight on, or at least
near, its center as depicted in Figure 1. However, real window functions
are obtained as linear combinations as in Formula (4) and would look more
like the curves in Figures 2a, 2b, and 2c. These are fictitious window
functions chosen only for demonstration of essential features. Figure 2a
has a rather broad peak with the weight scattered widely «round the center
indicating poor resolution. This is partly compensated by negative values
at the end of both slopes emphasizing the center values. Figure 2b shows
a window function with better resolution near the center, but this is
achievad at the cost of having a large second peak far from the center.
Such window functions are admissible if it is a priori known that the
spectrum has no significant flux in the region of the second peak." Finally,



Figure 1. Ideal Window Function with Center at E0
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Figure 2c gives an example of how a window function would look if there is
little coverage at the center. The flux at E o is then estimated by inter-
polation between fluxes at the two peaks of the window function where infor-
mation can be obtained from the activity measurements.

These examples show how resolution and coverage, and thus the performance
of the dosisietry techniques, can be judged by-studying the window functions
which the unfolding method provides. A systematic study of this type has
not yet been attempted but should lead to a better understanding of the
mechanics of unfolding procedures and to a future standardization of per-
formance parameters.

The determination of neutron spectra and, in particular, the differential
spectra is usually not an end in itself in reactor engineering. The pri-
mary purpose of dosimetry techniques is to estimate the damage to reactor
materials due to neutron fluxes [4]. As a first approximation the total
damage, I, ^.s a linear function of the flux

I = / C(E)0(E)dE (6)
o

where D(E) is a damage function representing, for instance, displacement
cross section in the material of the reactor vessels. These damage
functions are obtained either from theoretical considerations, from experi-
ments, or from both. We assume here that the damage function is known.

If in Formula (5) the true flux 0(E) is replaced by the estimated one

w("o)> w e obtain an estimate of the damage I; i.e.,

I - ? 2(E0)S(E0)dE0 . • (7)
o

If we define

D*(E) - / W(Eo,E)D(Eo)dEo (8)
o

we obtain another integral representation for I, namely

I - / D*(E)0(E)dE • (9)
o

Tr.at is, the estimated damage obtained from the unfolded spectrum 0(SO)
is equivalent to damage done by the true spectrum and by a changed damage
function D*(E). Like the window function, the damage approximation D*(E)
is a linear combination of the detector cross sections
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n
D*(E) - I d^^E) • (10)

i-1

Since the window functions are essentially least squares approximations of
an ideal window (Dirac's delta function), the same is true for the approxi-
mation of D(E) fay D*(E). A direct comparison between D(E) and D*(E), if it
could be obtained from existing unfolding methods, would show immediately
and unequivocally the accuracy and reliability of the damage estimate.

By replacing the least squares approximation D*(E) by upper and lower _
approximations D(E) and D(E), we can also obtain bounds for the damage I
and _I. As before, we choose linear combinations

n

D(E) - I diai(E) (11)
i=l

and

SCO - I

so that

D(E) <_ D(E) <.D(ET (12)

and is otherwise as close as possible to the original damage function D(E).
By defining

_ n

I - I diai (13)
i=l

and

I " I *±«±
1=1 —

we obtain bounds for the total damage I so that

These bounds are the only true quantitative statements which can be
obtained from activity measurements and are independent of the particular •
unfolding procedure. The upper and lower approximations can be obtained by
linear programming techniques which will be described in another paper of
this conference. Such quantitative bounds can also be obtained for
ir»i;c2"al fluxes like

/ 0(S)d2 . (15)



Since reliable bounds can be obtained only for integral fluxes, quantitative
evaluation and standardization of dosimetry procedures should be based on
these quantities. These bounds differ from the true values only by 10-30%
in the 0.1-20 McV range. This includes measuring errors of the activities
and cross sections and does not require a priori information about the spec-
trur,:.

The difierer.tir.1 fluxes are less suited for quantitative work but are still
useful for visual displays and qualitative evaluation of the neutron spec-
trum. The reliability of differential flux estimates can be tested by the
MGU'TE CA2&0 techniques mentioned above, using different unfolding procedures
for the same input data, or the same procedures with different values of
the trial spectrum. Since different estimates obtained in this manner
should ail be consistent with the activities, different flux values can
occur only if the input information is insufficient. Experience has shown
that the foil activation method is fairly reliable in the 0.1-20 MeV range
but not very useful for differential flux values at lower energies.

Review of Existing Unfolding Methods

It is not the intention of this paper to list every available unfolding
r..,'Lhod which has appeared in the literature. Rather the emphasis will be
pieced on the principles of operation with examples restricted to those
procedures which are either extensively used or are promising for future use.
The hasic principles are few, and the variety of techniques proposed for
unfolding are usually straightforward applications of these general principles.
Giver, the banlc limitations of the foil activation method, there is not too
much sense in discussing minor modifications which give essentially the same
results. A comparison of various methods can be found in the paper by
R. Dicrcic. [5].

The unfolding methods which are currently in use can be classified into three
r.dn species with some subspecies and hybrids in between. These will be
discussed below.

Linear Estimation Methods

In the earliest attempts to the unfolding problem, it is assumed that the
&;:actru:;; car. be represented as a finite linear combination of simple basis

n
0(2) - I cifi(E) . (16)

'.-."her. substituted into Equation (1), it leads to a system of linear equa-
tions for the unknown coefficients c±. If the number of these parameters
is the sane as the number of detectors and the linear system is nonsing ;-
lar, a unique solution is obtained. Polynomials, sometimes combined with
exponential functions, are tried most often as basis functions f.»(S). The
resulting linear systems tend to become unstable (i.e., nearly singular)
if the number of basis functions, and thus the degree of the polynomial.
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ir.creases. This results in frequent and large oscillations in the estimated
speccrun;. This can sometimes be avoided if the number of basis functions
is kept seller than the number of detectors and the inconsistencies of the
overdottsr.T.Lr.ea system are compensated by least squares techniques. This is
possible as long as the inconsistencies arc not larger than the experimental
errors.

^o.a reccr.u zr;^::;.a in ;;;r..arical analysis favor the use of piecewis.e poly-
nomial .i.-̂ roxi.-iutions. "i'iie basis functions are polynomials of low degree
\;i.Lc'.\ arc defined only in small subintervals of the spectrum so that there
are difi'erertc polynomial representations for different subintervals. Some
ccncinuicy conditions are usually imposed at the boundaries between two
subii'tCervals. This approach is usually referred to as spline approximation.
T:te simplest example is the piecewise constant function which leads to the
hisco^rar. representation of the spectrum. Higher order splines have, to
our knowledge, never been used In neutron spectrum unfolding but are quite
co:rj.-.o:» in other applications.

A s0en-.ir.5iy quite different approach to the unfolding problem is the method
of statistical linear estimation. There are several different interpreta-
tion o.' those methods, all of which result in the same computational pro-
CCMG.-CS. Tl.e liirst interpretation is that one assigns probabilities zo all
possible neutron spectra assuming a conunon Gaussian probability distribution
fur.crion. From all the spectra which are consistent with the activation
r.-.oas»ro:v.u.;ts, the one is then selected which has the highest probability.
This approach allows tl.e introduction of a trial spectrum which has the
'....,.-.v-.f.L probability. The probability of other spectra decreases then with
ir.creat;iat; distance from the trial spectrum according to a Gaussian dis-
tribution function. The distance can be given as either deviation in
::-.-;;:iituce i.s in the SPECTRA [7] procedure, or deviation in shape, as in our
CiiVrAL li.vLI. [Sj procedure.

In this approach the probability distribution of the measuring errors iu
the activity data can also be considered when the spectrum of maximum
likelihood is computed. This may include also the measuring errors in the
determination of the cross sections <?£(E). Let §i(E) be the true cross
section whereas a^(S) stands for the measured cross sections which are
ultimately used in the unfolding procedure. Further, let a^ be defined as

in Formula (1), whereas at stands for the measured activity. If the mea-
suring error in the activity data is ££, we have

00

*i • / cri<E)0(E)dE •*• e± . (17)
o

The computer procedure assumes that <x± is the correct value for the
activity since the computation is based on Formula (1). Thus, ai - aj. Is
tr.e oifccclve error of the input data which enter the calculation. We
have
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Si - ai - t± + / [ai(E) - Oi(S)]0(E)de ; (17)
o

that is, a combination of errors both of the activity and the cros« section
measurements.

Probability distributions which are not Gaussian have also been proposed
[9]- Taese leaii to r.oalir.car equations and more complex computational pro-
cedures. The assignment of an ... priori probability distribution to the
£.-ctrux contains always, of course, a certain element of arbitrariness.
bi.r this is still the most efficient way to introduce any form of a priori
i.-..\i.-....Jti;..- a:.a imposes less severe restrictions than the ad hoc intro-
duction of bi.,is functions as in Formula (16).

The- oa;r.e procedure can also be viewed as an attempt to approximate an ideal
i.'ir.dow function by a linear combination of cross sections, as in Formula
<•'.;. The approximation is then of the least squares type and is based on
cl\<: covnri.ar.ee matrix of the distribution function assumed for the proba-
bility distribution of the neutron spectra. If the approximation is close
in one probability measure, it will most likely be close in every other
T..o.;surc toe, which means that at these places the estimated spectrum will
be quite independent from the trial spectrum. This gives a useful test for
th>! reliability of the estimated spectrum as already pointed out before.

irir...::y, the statistical linear estimation always represents the estimated
6;..-c:ru;.-. cs a linear combination of some basis functions as in Formula (16),
th*s cv.iy Uif rorer.ee being that the basis functions are now determined by
t.-.i! >. ib-bility distribution of the spectra. This works both ways so that
ar.y sat of basis functions also determines a special probability distribu-
tion o;\ the spectra.

Ar.y of t!-.c unfolded spectra obtained by linear estimation may contain nega-
tive flux Vi.iuas which are physically unacceptable. Therefore, provisions
are rvuie Ir. both the SPECTRA and the CRYSTAL BALL procedures to iteratively
â us-.t the trial opectruK~and thus the underlying probability structure—to
•;•-.-..%iv.-.i. t,cni\'cl.ve fluxes. Several steps are usually necessary to achieve
i..',.. ;Ocii, but theoretically a nonnegative spectrum can always be achieved
by z..:.i irer.V-io;-. if it C£.r. be achieved at all. Practxal experience seems
to U..r o.:t t.'>c Li.cô -etica.l predictions.

V..o .iX.\j II [3] unfolding procedure does not use linear estimation at all
b»t .::-.-,lies instead a nonlinear adjustment to the trial spectrum at each
itcrv.tior. step. Each adjustment is designed to make the spectrum conform
to t'.-.a ir.~ot u-£ from activation measurements. Although rather simple
cr.u efficient, it is very difficult to analyze mathematically, and no con-
diticr.s Tor the convergence of the method are known. Nor does it seem
possible to ccr..jsre ir. a meaningful way the results of this procedure to
those of «.-.y other known unfolding method. Nevertheless, one would surmise
z':.r.~ v'.iia r..athod gives reliable results in exactly the same instances as
Owl.er M̂ Ll-.odo ar;d cxparir.ental resvslts seen to verify this assumption. It
shc-l-i be n-.e.-.tioiiid that, by design, the SAN3 II method always gives non-
negative flux values.
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Linear Programming Methods

The iterative nathods deal with negative flux values in a semi-eaipirical
way. A raore precise mathematical formulation restricts the statistical
distribution of the spectra to the ones with nonnegative flux values and
thus the search for the maximum likelihood solution to those spectra.
This leads to a quadratic programming problem which has been suggested
frr ga;i&zal unfolding problems by 3urrus and S.ust [10]. Recently a more
entailed procedure has been developed by Heath [11], These procedures are
quite involved and provide for upper as well as for lower limits to the
flux \\iiues.

A auch simpler linear programming technique can be used for determining
upper and lower bounds for integral fluxes. Such a method has been
reported by Mehta in 1965 [12]. The general principles of this method
are discussed in the first part of this paper [see also Formulas (11) -
(15)].

Conclusions

7ha difficulty in the unfolding of a neutron spectrum from Uia limited
info motion oz activation measurements comes from the fact that there
are infinitely many spectra which are consistent with the measured data.
A.iy uatoldius rr.ethod which yields a consistent spectrum must: lie considered
valid. Xcst currant methods use a trial spectrum and select from the
infinity of possible solutions the cne which is in some way closest to the
tria* ŝ c;;;.;.;. There is, however, no guarantee that the spectrum obtained
in this Tr.anr.er is indeed close to the true spectrum nor can any quantita-
tive bour.Js je £iven to indicate the accuracy of the unfolded spectrum.

A qualitative indication for the reliability of the unfolding procedures
car* be found in the sh^pe of the window functions associated with different
p;.r;s of tiie spectrum. If—as is zi\& case for all currently used unfolding
procedures—the window functions are not part of the regular output, an
indication for the reliability is provided by comparing the output obtained
with w^o'y different trial functions. Wherever they coincide they will also
cost ll'ieLy be a reliable representation of the true spectrum. Still, the
unfolded differential spectrum is not well suited for quantitative studies
sr.i\ s;;.c-.iid be used primarily for visual displays to indicate qualic.::
ii-.^.iu.'t:i> O J ! z.\\± £>p£ctru;?>.

Definite bounds as well as least squares approximations can be obtained
for integral spectra and damage integrals. The mathematical analysis also
provides a selection of a detector set which is best suited for measurement
of a particular integral. These quantities should be used for standard-
ization and reliability analysis in neutron spectra dosimetry.
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